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1. CONSULAR FILE ON RONALD LEGEAU AND DELORES ANN 
VESSA (ALIAS FOR CRISTINA L. CANZIANI) CONTAINS FOLLOWING 
ITEMS WHICH BEAR ON REF A INQUIRY:

A. MAARETZ, 7 JULY 71, CONTAINS ARTICLE BY DAN 
MARGALIT RE CONFOCATION BY U.S. CONSULAR OFFICER 
OF PASSPORT OF CRISTINA-CANZIANI (ISSUED IN NAME DELORES VESSA). 
ARTICLE NOTES THAT NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTY KNESSET MEMBERS 
ZVULUN HAMMER AND YEHUDIA BEN-MEIR QUESTIONED THE LEGALITY 
OF THE CONSULAR ACTION.

B. MAARETZ ARTICLE BY MARGALIT ON 6 JULY 71 NOTES THAT 
CANZIANI LIVED IN HEBRON FOR A TIME AFTER ARRIVAL IN ISRAEL 
HEBON JEWISH SETTLEMENT IS EXTREME ORTHODOX 
GROUP WHICH IS PROBABLY SYMPATHETIC TO NATIONAL RELIGIOUS 
SECRET
PARTY. ITS UNILATERAL ACTIONS IN REESTABLISHMENT OF JEWISH PRESENCE IN HEBRON HAS IN PAST CAUSED EMBARRASSMENT AND IRRITATION TO ISRAELI AUTHORITIES.) ARTICLE CONTAINS DETAILS OF INCIDENT NOTED IN PARA 1F REF B, STATING THAT NAHMAN KAHANA, DESCRIBED AS PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO THE MINISTER OF RELIGIONS AND A RELATIVE OF RABBI MEIR KAHANE, TOOK CANZIANI TO MRS. YEHUDITH HUEBNER OF THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR AND INQUIRED FOR HER CONCERNING "PROSPECTS OF OBTAINING A VISA OR EVEN A PASSPORT SO AS TO AVERT MISS CANZIANI'S EXTRADITION." THE ARTICLE ADDS THAT, "AT CONSULTATIONS HELD IN JERUSALEM IT WAS SAID THAT IF THIS AFFAIR CAN BE KEPT QUIET, A SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM WILL BE FOUND." ARTICLE NOTES THAT CANZIANI FOR A TIME RESIDED AT BEITAR (HERUT) HOUSE IN OLD JERUSALEM.

C. MAARIV 2 JULY 71 HAS ARTICLE ON CANZIANI PASSPORT CASE WHICH STATES THAT KNESSET MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT, YEHUDA BEN MEIR (NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTY) TABLED URGENT MOTION DEMANDING IMMEDIATE KNESSET SESSION TO DISCUSS THE CONFISCATION OF THE PASSPORT BY FBI AGENTS (SIC) ON SUSPICION OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE JDL. BEN MEIR CHARGED THAT THE ACTION WAS AN EXPLICIT VIOLATION OF ISRAELI SOVEREIGNTY AND DEMANDED THAT THERE BE
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No response to any U.S.-extradition request, saying she had done no more than help the JDL in the U.S. Ben Meir, the article concluded, intends to speak to the minister of the interior and ask him not to take steps to hand Canziani over to U.S. authorities. (COS notes:)

The ministry of interior which is invariably controlled by the national religious party has the function, considered vital to that party, of registering Israelis as to religion. Ben Meir is a former American who may still retain American citizenship. He became Knesset member in 1971 following the death of his father. At that time he changed his name from Rosenberg to Ben-Meir).

D. The same Maariv article states that "Local circles are trying to attend to this matter (possible extradition to the U.S. of Canziani) so as to enable her to travel to another country and to prevent, thus, her extradition to the U.S. authorities, which so far have not officially requested it."

E. Same Maariv article also identifies Canziani's friend as Seymour Lecker who, with two others, was on trial at Tel Aviv district court on a charge of blackmailing secret.
AND ROBERT ERWIN FINE WERE ARRESTED ON APRIL 20, 1971 ON
CHARGE OF EXTORTION, THREATS AND VIOLENCE AGAINST BAR ILAN
STUDENTS. THEY WERE REPRESENTED BY KNESSET MEMBER SHMUEL
TAMIR, FINE AND LECKER WERE FOUND GUILTY OF FORCIBLE
BLACKMAIL AND ASSAULT, SENTENCED TO 6 MONTHS IMPRISONMENT
AND ADDITIONAL 12 MONTHS SUSPENDED SENTENCE. LECKER IS A
CANADIAN AND FINE IS AN AMERICAN. TWO OTHERS, DELORES
VESSA (CANZIANI) AND JOSHUA JOFFE WERE FOUND NOT GUILTY.
JERUSALEM POST, 23 JULY 71, RECORDS STATEMENT BY TEL AVIV
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE SHULAMIT WALLENSTEIN THAT THE VICTIMS
WERE INITIALLY AFRAID TO GO TO THE ISRAELI POLICE AND WENT
INSTEAD TO MÉYER LANSKY WHO TOLD THEM TO REQUEST HELP FROM
THE UNIVERSITY. STILL HESITANT, THEY WENT TO THE POLICE ONLY
AFTER BEING ADVISED TO DO SO BY THE AMERICAN EMBASSY.

F. ABOVE 2 JULY 71 MAARIV ARTICLE ALSO STATES THAT
"THE EXTRADITION REQUEST MAY CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO OFFICIAL
CIRCLES SINCE THE WOMAN BELONGS TO THE LEAGUE WHICH ISRAEL
NEITHER WISHES TO AID NOR HARM."
2. The zeal with which members of the National Religious Party including Nahman Kahan (whose NRP affiliation is presumed because of traditional control of the Ministry of Religious Affairs by the NRP) involved themselves in the case, would appear to justify inclusion of the NRP among those Israeli elements who back the JDL. The NRP is, of course, a member of the Israeli government coalition, but its actions at times cause embarrassment to the government.

3. [Consular Officer] discussed the Canziani case with [COS] at the time and stated his personal opinion that he was receiving only grudging cooperation from Israeli authorities. He indicated that the SOT seemed less than anxious to assist the U.S. in this criminal case which involved an American who is connected with the JDL even though the law of return is not involved.

4. The Canziani case seems to be an interesting example of the convolutions caused by the impact of the JDL on internal Israeli politics. Emotionally held views in support of Jews anywhere immediately come into play in Israel.
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AND HAVE STRONG DOMESTIC POLITICAL ECHOES ESPECIALLY
WHEN ANY FOREIGN GOVERNMENT ATTEMPTS TO TAKE ACTION.
THIS IS TRUE OF THE JDL AND OF THE MEYER LANSKY CASE.
THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT APPARATUS SEEMS INCLINED TO TRY
TO STAY OUT OF THE LINE OF FIRE AND THIS APPARENTLY
MEANS ONLY THE MOST CAUTIOUS COOPERATION WITH THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT ON THE JDL AND ITS MEMBERS. GP-1.
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